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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On July 28, 2011, the above captioned claim came on for a hearing at Springdale,

Arkansas.   A pre-hearing conference was conducted on April 20, 2011, and a pre-hearing

order was filed on that same date.   A copy of the pre-hearing order has been marked

Commission's Exhibit #1 and made a part of the record without objection.

At the pre-hearing conference the parties agreed to the following stipulations:

1.   The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction of the within

claim.

2.   The employee/employer relationship existed between the parties on July 19,

2009.

3.   The claimant was earning sufficient wages to entitle him to compensation at the

maximum rate.

At the pre-hearing conference the parties agreed to litigate the following issues:

1.   Compensability of hernia on July 19, 2009.

2.   Medical benefits.

3.   Temporary total disability benefits.
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4.   Attorney fee.

At the time of the hearing claimant clarified that his requested temporary total

disability period would include February 9, 2011 through May 12, 2011.

The claimant contends that on July 19, 2009 he developed a hernia while lifting a

heavy tote at work.  He contends he is entitled to medical benefits, temporary total

disability benefits, and an attorney fee. 

The respondents contend the claimant did not sustain a compensable injury in the

form of a hernia on July 19, 2009 or on any other date.

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical reports, documents, and

other matters properly before the Commission, and having had an opportunity to hear the

testimony of the witnesses and to observe their demeanor, the following findings of fact

and conclusions of law are made in accordance with A.C.A. §11-9-704:

FINDINGS OF FACT & CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1.   The stipulations agreed to by the parties at the pre-hearing conference

conducted on April 20, 2011, and contained in a pre-hearing order filed that same date,

are hereby accepted as fact.

2.   Claimant has failed to meet his burden of proving by a preponderance of the

evidence that he suffered a compensable hernia while employed by respondent on July

19, 2009.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

The claimant is a 67-year-old man who began working for the respondent as a truck

driver in February 2006.  Claimant delivered various products to the respondent’s grocery

stores.  In the process of performing those job duties claimant testified that he frequently

had to lift weights of 50 to 60 pounds.  
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Claimant contends that he suffered a hernia on Sunday, July 19, 2009.  Claimant

testified that on that date he was making a delivery to the respondent’s store in Thayer,

Missouri, and that there were several totes stacked together higher than a door.  Claimant

testified that as he squatted down to pick up some of the toes he “immediately felt

something; like somebody had cut me or something.”  Claimant testified that he sat down

on some pallets for four to six minutes with a lot of sharp pain in his stomach.  Claimant

continued on his route but did not help unload at any of the other stores.

Claimant testified that on Monday, July 20, 2009, when he turned in his paperwork

to Shirley Wolfe, the assistant dispatcher, he reported an injury but did not complete any

paperwork.  Claimant testified that he did not complete an accident report until July 29,

2009.  On August 7, 2009 claimant was evaluated by Dr. Berestnev who diagnosed

claimant as suffering from a hernia.  He recommended treatment in the form of medications

and a referral to a general surgeon.  Apparently claimant did not go to a general surgeon

for an evaluation at that time.  Instead, more than one year later claimant was evaluated

by Dr. Cooper on December 29, 2010, a physician who normally provided claimant with

a DOT physical.  Dr. Cooper diagnosed claimant’s condition as a ventral hernia and

indicated that claimant should be cautious, use medication, avoid lifting, and follow up with

him in two weeks.  At the time of his visit with Dr. Cooper on January 14, 2011, Dr. Cooper

referred claimant to Dr. Roller for an evaluation.  In a report dated January 27, 2011, Dr.

Roller recommended a surgical repair of claimant’s hernia which he  performed on

February 9, 2011.

Claimant has filed this claim contending that he suffered a compensable hernia

while working for respondent on July 19, 2009.  He requests payment of medical treatment

and temporary total disability benefits beginning February 9, 2011 and continuing through

May 12, 2011 as well as a controverted attorney fee.
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ADJUDICATION

The law regarding hernia claims is codified at A.C.A. §11-9-523.  That statute states

that in all cases of claims for hernia, the following must be shown to the satisfaction of the

Commission:

   (1)   That the occurrence of the hernia immediately followed
as the result of sudden effort, severe strain, or the
application of force directly to the abdominal wall;

       (2)   That there was severe pain in the hernial region;

    (3)  That the pain caused the employee to cease work
  immediately;

    (4)   That notice of the occurrence was given to the employer
 within forty-eight (48) hours thereafter; and,

    (5)  That the physical distress following the occurrence of
 the hernia was such as to require the attendance of a
 licensed physician within seventy-two (72) hours after
 the occurrence.   

After reviewing the evidence in this case impartially, without giving the benefit of the

doubt to either party, I find that claimant has failed to meet his burden of proving by a

preponderance of the evidence that he suffered a compensable hernia.  Even if one were

to assume that the remainder of the statutory requirements had been satisfied, I would find

based upon the evidence presented that claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance

of the evidence that he gave notice of the occurrence to his employer within 48 hours.

In order to find that claimant gave notice of the occurrence to his employer within

48 hours, one must know what time the injury occurred and when it was reported.  In this

particular case, these facts are dependent upon claimant’s testimony and I find that his

testimony is inconsistent and contradictory.

First, claimant’s testimony with regard to the time of the occurrence is inconsistent.

At the hearing claimant testified that the injury occurred at approximately 1:00 p.m. after

he attended church.  However, at his deposition the claimant testified that the injury
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occurred between 9 and 11:00 a.m.  Furthermore, as a DOT regulated truck driver, the

claimant was required to keep an official DOT log book.  However, claimant testified that

he also kept his own personal ledger and relevant portions of that ledger were submitted

into evidence by him.  According to claimant’s testimony, a driver sometimes has to do a

little “cheating” in his log books in order to have the hours necessary to run their loads.

Claimant testified that for that reason he kept his own ledger and then would prepare his

DOT log book within the legal limits.  Claimant testified that his ledger was prepared daily.

In claimant’s personal log book he indicated that he was in Thayer, Missouri between 5

and 5:30 a.m.  Thus, we have three separate times of injury ranging from 5:00 in the

morning to 1:00 in the afternoon, and all three of these times were provided by the

claimant.  Two of the times were in sworn testimony and the third was from his own

personal ledger.  Clearly, this testimony and evidence cannot be reconciled.

Also inconsistent is claimant’s testimony regarding a phone call he did or did not

make on the date of the accident.  At some point in claimant’s hearing testimony and

deposition testimony he testified that he called the respondent or tried to call the

respondent and at other times he indicated that he did not attempt to call the respondent.

For instance, at claimant’s deposition he initially indicated that he immediately called the

respondent and informed them of the injury.

    So I got back up and finished loading my truck.  When
they got me unloaded, I pulled out and went to two other
stores still with my stomach hurting.  I immediately called
my company.  Told them what happened. 

Shortly after this testimony claimant then indicated that he did not call anyone in the

respondent’s office because it was a Sunday and no one was present in the office on

Sundays.

Likewise, at the hearing claimant initially indicated that he did not attempt to talk to

anyone because it was a Sunday, and then subsequently indicated that he did attempt to
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contact someone in respondent’s office.

Q. Did you call and talk to somebody about this
accident?

A. Not on Sunday because there wouldn’t nobody
answer the phones.

Q. Well, you haven’t mentioned in today’s testimony
a phone call report of this incident.

When did you make a phone call to somebody at
Harps to report this incident, as you indicated you did on
page 12 of your deposition?

A. On Sunday afternoon I tried to call.  I got no answer.

Q. Who did you try to call?

A. I tried to call Shannon Scott, and I tried to call the
regular - the home office number, because I had his card
that he gave me in case of an emergency.

With respect to this issue, it should be noted that testifying at the hearing was Karen

Hargrave, the traffic manager at the respondent’s warehouse.  Hargrave testified that she

was responsible for the respondent’s drivers and that the process for reporting problems

after hours and on weekends was to call her on a company cell phone.  Hargrave testified

that she carries a company cell phone and receives calls if there are problems.  Hargrave

testified that she has received calls from claimant before on weekends and after hours.

Hargrave testified that she did not receive a phone call from claimant on the day he says

he was injured and claimant did not indicate why he did not attempt to call Hargrave on

that date.

Another discrepancy in this case involves the actual date of injury.  Claimant

testified at the hearing that the injury occurred on Sunday, July 19, 2009.  However, in his

personal log book, claimant indicated that the accident occurred on July 20, not July 19.

Claimant was asked about this discrepancy at the hearing.  

Q. Did you make this note about “7/20/accident”
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that appears on the copy of your log book on the day
it occurred?

A. I did.

Q. And then you have down on 7/21 of ‘09, “Report
accident.”  Did you make that entry -

A. I did but I got - can I answer?

Q. Go ahead.

A. I did but I don’t - like I said, I didn’t remember the
exact dates.  I don’t keep up from date to date that 
well.  My memory, as my age, is not exactly the same
as a younger individual.

Furthermore, in the accident report completed by claimant, he listed the date of

accident as “7/19/20/09.”

Claimant tries to explain these discrepancies by contending that he does not

remember exact dates.  However, according to claimant’s testimony, he made these notes

in his log book contemporaneously on the date they occurred.  Given that, it is difficult to

understand how the claimant could not know the date particularly when one considers that

his job duties as a DOT regulated driver requires him to log dates and times.  This was not

a situation where claimant had to go back and try to remember the date the injury

occurred, but rather according to claimant’s testimony he completed his personal log on

the actual date of occurrence.  Despite that, claimant’s personal log notes are not

consistent with his testimony regarding the time or date of the accident.

There are also discrepancies present with regard to the reporting of the injury.  At

the hearing claimant testified that he reported the injury to Shirley Wolfe when he returned

on Monday, July 20.  However, in claimant’s personal log book he indicates that he

reported the accident on July 21.  Wolfe testified at the hearing and indicated that she

remembers that at some point claimant came into the office and indicated that he had a

knot in his stomach which he attributed to an injury while he was picking up totes.
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However, Wolfe testified that she does not remember the date claimant reported this or

have an impression as to when it occurred in relation to when claimant told her.  On the

accident report claimant completed for respondent he indicated that he reported the

accident to Wolfe on July 28, 2009.  Claimant testified that he put July 28, 2009 because

Karen Hargrave assisted him in completing the accident report as she was responsible for

workers’ compensation reports.  He testified that Hargrave told him to put a reporting date

of July 28, 2009 because that is the date he reported it to her.

Claimant’s testimony is contradicted by the testimony of Hargrave.  Hargrave

testified that in 2009 she had no responsibility for workers’ compensation reports or

reporting.  Hargrave testified that if anyone would have reported an accident to her she

would have gone to Shannon Scott, the respondent’s warehouse manager, because he

has the appropriate workers’ compensation forms.  Hargrave specifically testified that she

did not help claimant complete the accident report and did not give him any forms because

she did not have any forms to give.  Hargrave’s testimony was supported by Scott who

testified that the forms are on his computer for work-related injuries which he prints as

necessary.

The final inconsistency in this case involves prior hernia-type complaints.  At the

time of the hearing claimant testified that he had not had any similar hernia complaints

prior to July 19, 2009.  

Q. Now, had you had any prior problems with the
area in which you developed the hernia before July 19th?

A. No.

However, on the accident report when claimant was asked to describe the accident

he did mention the problem while picking up totes.  However, he also indicated that prior

to this incident about two weeks earlier he began having a pain in his stomach which felt

like a knot but paid no attention to it.
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In short, there are a number of inconsistencies in claimant’s testimony at the

hearing, his testimony at his deposition, and in the documentary evidence.  In order to find

that claimant suffered a compensable hernia he must prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that he reported the occurrence of this injury within 48 hours.  Such a finding in

this particular case is dependent on claimant’s testimony and his testimony is inconsistent

and contradictory with regard to the time of the occurrence, the date of the occurrence, and

the date the occurrence was reported to respondent.  Based upon these inconsistencies

and contradictions, I do not find claimant’s testimony to be credible and therefore find that

he has failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that he suffered a compensable

hernia.  As previously noted, even if the other statutory requirements were considered to

have been satisfied, I would find that claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of

the evidence that he gave notice of the occurrence within 48 hours.

ORDER

Claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that he suffered

a compensable hernia while employed by the respondent.  Therefore, his claim for

compensation benefits is hereby denied and dismissed.

The respondents are ordered to pay the court reporter’s charges for preparing the

hearing transcript in the amount of $347.25.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                                                      
GREGORY K. STEWART
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE


